
Children's return to the studio (2 -18 yrs) 
I am really looking forward to welcoming students back to the studio next month!

This is of course subject to final decision by the government, but I have everything

crossed. In the earlier notice I mentioned the 12th April as a 'save the date' however

after reading into the guidance classes are not allowed to commence until students

start the Summer term at school. Therefore face to face classes will re start the

week commencing 19th April.

Adult Classes (18+)
Unfortunately our lovely Adult's will have to wait a little longer to be welcomed

back to the studio! I anticipate seeing you back in class from 17th May. 

I have everything crossed to be able to keep to these dates and will confirm as soon

as there is confirmation from the government.  

When back in the studio guidence and proceedures from September - December will

still apply, so face masks must be worn when moving around the Centre for anyone

11+, keeping space in class, cleaning regimes will remain thorough between classes,

santiser will be avalaible and oneway systems still in place. 

I will be sending more information about the start of the new term shortly.  And am

really looking forward to getting back into the studio and seeing everyone again!  
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RETURN NEXT MONTH!

WHAT'S ON NOW!  

Saturday 6th                Moana Workshop             for Yr R - 6   

Tuesday 9th                 FrozenWorkshop              for 2 - 4.5 yrs 

Saturday 13th/20th  Themes TBC                        for Yr R - 6 & one for age 10+ 

Monday 22nd              Contemporary.                  for 10yrs+ 

Monday 22nd              Ben& Holly's little Kingdom workshop    2 - 4.5yrs 

Our online classes and workshops will continue until the end of term online, after

classes finish on Saturday 27th March. We have lots of workshops still to come

please see below for more details and get booking! 

Workshops  in March 
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